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Abstract: This paper proposes sustainable entrepreneurial orientation (SEO) as a multidimensional
construct that offers researchers the possibility of empirically testing their theoretical proposals in
the sustainable entrepreneurship field. The authors propose an integration of different theories.
In accordance with the dynamic capabilities view, SEO is approached under an organizational
paradigm of strategic orientations delimited by competitive culture and multiple orientation
perspectives. Furthermore, SEO’s nature is conceived at a firm-based entrepreneurship level and
is based on an integrated triple bottom line sustainability. This approach is conceptualized using a
categorization scheme and defined in accordance with the organizational predisposition perspective.
Several research lines are proposed, all based on relational models with SEO as the key concept.
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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurship and sustainable development are not mutually exclusive [1]. We live in an
international scenario in which governments foster both growth through entrepreneurship (e.g., Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor) and achievement of sustainable development (e.g., UN Sustainable
Development Goals), by creating tools for worldwide impact such as UN Global Compact to reconcile
business interests with the demands of communities. Following from this, the pursuit of opportunities
within the interplay of sustainability and entrepreneurship is presented as a major and ongoing
challenge for organizations [2].

Society needs to manage its economic, social and natural capital, the depletion of which could
be irreversible if steps are not taken [3], as stated in the Brundtland Report [4], which settled the
guidelines for creating more sustainable business models. Along these lines, given that ecological
and social problems were once largely attributed to the effects of entrepreneurship itself, there is
an increasing line of thought that it can also minimize and eliminate the abovementioned negative
consequences [5]. In the past, issues such as climate change, industrial toxins, water and air pollution
or human rights abuses, were usually tackled by legislative, legitimizing, ethical or competitive
initiatives. More recently however, incentives to do so are increasingly emerging from the perspective
of entrepreneurship linked to the notion of sustainability [6].

Although entrepreneurs starting sustainable practices have existed since nineteenth century [7],
it has not been until recent years that entrepreneurship for sustainable development has emerged
as a debate topic of great interest in environmental management, business and entrepreneurship
literature [8,9]. However, most contributions are just conceptual and theoretical. In this sense, there is
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a need for more theoretical research based on empirical models that provide these contributions with
validity and reliability through their empirical testing [10].

From an organizational strategic orientation approach, the study of a strategic orientation for
sustainable entrepreneurship is scarce and vague. Considering this, the paper aims to cover the
following research gaps regarding the construct of sustainable entrepreneurial orientation (hereafter,
SEO). As a first research gap, we consider that there is a lack of a clear conceptualization and
operationalization of the SEO construct. A second research gap detected is the lack of relationship
models including SEO antecedents and consequences.

Thus, the main purpose of this manuscript is to provide a theoretical proof of SEO as a business
strategic orientation. We look forward to contributing to its conceptualization and definition and,
therefore, to its consolidation as a construct of reference in sustainable entrepreneurship research.

This work seeks to enhance the value of the literature by combining different isolated theories
in the conceptualization of the SEO construct. After undertaking an in-depth literature review, SEO
is approached, in accordance with the dynamic capabilities view, within the organizational strategic
orientations standpoint, following the competitive culture delimitation and multiple orientation
perspective [11]. On this point, SEO is specifically defined from entrepreneurial orientation (EO) [12,13]
and sustainability orientation (SO) [14] approaches. Consequently, SEO’s nature is conceived both at a
firm-based entrepreneurship [15,16] and at an integrated triple bottom line sustainability level [17].
Regarding its conceptualization, SEO is approached through a categorization scheme and defined
according to the organizational predisposition perspective [18].

Moreover, this paper proposes SEO as a construct that provides the basis for empirically testing
the assertions that arise in sustainable entrepreneurship studies. Considering several contributions of
researchers in the areas of entrepreneurship and sustainability at an organizational level, we propose
some research questions for future proposals, all based on relational models with SEO as the
key concept.

Regarding the structure, after a comprehensive review of the subarea of knowledge revolving
around sustainable entrepreneurship, this paper continues with a review of SEO in the literature.
This entails an examination of its conceptual description and contextualizes it within the dynamic
capabilities approach. It then proposes a number of findings on the dimensionality of SEO to set up
the foundations of its empirical validation. Finally, it concludes with several research lines revolving
around the SEO concept.

2. Towards a Sustainable Entrepreneurship Framework: Contributions from Literature Research

In academic circles, there is consolidated recognition that sustainability issues are inextricably
intertwined with the practice of entrepreneurship [19–21], but understanding of exactly how
entrepreneurial organizations can develop the opportunities presented by sustainable development
not covered in current markets is still at a very early stage [22,23].

Several authors suggest a focus on entrepreneurship from a sustainability point of view [8,24–27].
In this regard, the field of entrepreneurship can benefit from a more complete view of value creation
by identifying opportunities, possibilities and impacts not only for the organization but also for other
stakeholders and the society as a whole, in line with Cohen et al. [26]. These authors state that the
pursuit of economic, social and environmental objectives is synergetic. Therefore, the usual economic
stance taken when analyzing entrepreneurship at any level (individual, organizational or contextual)
is not in itself sufficient to understand the holistic nature of entrepreneurial activity. As stated by
Kuckertz and Wagner [8], entrepreneurial activities in general are related to sustainable development
by promoting or impeding it, but in fact, only a few contribute positively to it. Thus, the aggregation
of social and environmental dimensions to this economic dimension of entrepreneurship contributes
to a maximization of global value [26].

Over the last decade a wave of scholarly works [9,22] has focused on sustainable entrepreneurship,
as an important subarea of entrepreneurship [8]. In this vein, three main different research approaches
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can be distinguished between authors focused on an entrepreneurship that refers to entrepreneurial
activities that positively contribute to sustainable development and the objectives derived thereof [8].
In this sense, sustainable entrepreneurship is the shortened term for entrepreneurship for sustainable
development [8,21,28].

There exists an academic stream principally focused on the environmental aspect of sustainable
entrepreneurship [29–32]. In the literature it is also known as environmental entrepreneurship [29,33],
eco-preneurship [30], enviro-preneurship [34], green entrepreneurship [35], envirocapitalism [7] or
green–green business [36]. Most authors following this environmental sustainable entrepreneurship
approach define it at an individual level, emphasizing environmental entrepreneurs (or eco-preneurs or
green entrepreneurs) instead of environmental entrepreneurial organizations [25,30,33]. As proposed
by O’Neill and Gibbs [33] (p. 1731), “green entrepreneurs are those entrepreneurs who run businesses
to achieve both environmental and business goals, and who wish to transform their sectors to be more
sustainable”.

The literature on sustainable entrepreneurship has another line of research centered on the
so-called social entrepreneurship, with contributions that focused primarily on the social aspect
of sustainability (e.g., Prahalad and Hammond [37], Nicolls [38], Hall et al. [22], De Clercq and
Voronov [20], Apetrei et al. [39], Ferreira et al. [40]); that is, on non-economic aspects of work, like
social improvement and welfare [41]. According to Zahra et al. [42], this type of entrepreneurship refers
to all activities and processes aimed at identifying and exploiting those opportunities that improve
social wealth through the creation of social capital, social change or attention to social needs.

Considering these two approaches to sustainable entrepreneurship as either environmental or
social entrepreneurship, some authors stand for a sustainable “double result” entrepreneurship;
in other words, an entrepreneurship that only needs to combine two of the three dimensions (economic,
social and/or environmental) to be considered as sustainable (e.g., Gerlach [43], Schaltegger and
Wagner [44]).

Nevertheless, other works jointly integrate these social and environmental aspects [10,45] together
with economic ones to qualify entrepreneurship as being sustainable [46,47]. This is with the purpose of
achieving a complete and holistic perspective that complies with the three dimensions of sustainability,
in accordance with the triple bottom line conceptualization by Elkington [48]. In Tilley and Young’s
own words [49] (p. 87), “only those entrepreneurs that balance their efforts in contributing to the three
areas of wealth generation can be truly called sustainability entrepreneurs”. Thus, it is not as much
about sustainability as the intersection of three dimensions, but as an integration of them [17]. This
paper adopts this approach in the understanding of sustainable entrepreneurship.

Regarding its definition, sustainable entrepreneurship is encompassed in literature in any of
the following terms: innovative behavior [43], a continuing commitment [50], an examination [24],
a process [28,51,52], an ability [53], a form of creation [44], a discovery and exploitation [10], a focus [46],
a type of entrepreneurship [54] or a kind of entrepreneurial activities [8], as shown in Table 1.

A common aspect present among almost all the different definitions is the reference to
opportunities, their examination, discovery, evaluation or perception and the dimensions of the
sustainability triple bottom line. Although, in this latter case, some definitions only refer to two of the
dimensions as necessary for sustainable development to take place (e.g., Gerlach [43], Schaltegger and
Wagner [44]); this disagrees with the concept of sustainability adopted in our work. Thus, we reiterate
that for sustainable entrepreneurship to occur, the presence of the three dimensions—economic,
environmental and social—is essential. They are requisite for an organization’s entrepreneurial
activities, in line with the contributions of Crals and Vereeck [50], O’Neill et al. [51], Schlange [17],
Hockerts and Wüstenhagen [10], Shepherd and Patzelt [46] and Spence et al. [53], among other authors.
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Table 1. A literature review of the sustainable entrepreneurship definition.

Authors Definition

Gerlach [43] (p. 3)
“Innovative behaviour of single actors or organisations operating in the private business
sector who are seeing environmental or social issues as a core objective and
competitive advantage".

Crals and Vereeck
[50] (p. 1)

“The continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic
development, while improving the quality of life of the workforce, their families, local
communities, the society and the world at large, as well as future generations".

O’Neill et al. [51]
(p. 34)

“( . . . ) a process of venture creation that links the activities of entrepreneurs to the
emergence of value-creating enterprises that contribute to the sustainable development of
the social-ecological system".

Schlange [17] (p. 18)
“A venture qualifies [sic] as sustainability-driven if it combines opportunities and
intentions to simultaneously create value from an economic, social and
ecological perspective".

Cohen and Winn
[24] (p. 35)

“The examination of how opportunities to bring into existence ‘future’ goods and services
are discovered, created and exploited, by whom, and with what economic, psychological,
social and environmental consequences".

Dean and
McMullen [25]
(p. 58)

“The process of discovering, evaluating, and exploiting economic opportunities that are
present in market failures which detract from sustainability, including those that are
environmentally relevant".

Katsikis and
Kyrgidou [28] (p. 1)

“The teleological process aiming at the achievement of sustainable development, by
discovering, evaluating and exploiting opportunities and creating value that produces
economic prosperity, social cohesion and environmental protection".

De Palma and
Dobes [54] (p. 1807)

“Entrepreneurship, which encompasses social, economic and environmental concerns of
relevant internal and external stakeholders".

Hockerts and
Wüstenhagen [10]
(p. 482)

“The discovery and exploitation of economic opportunities through the generation of market
disequilibria that initiate the transformation of a sector towards an environmentally and
socially more sustainable state".

Kuckertz and
Wagner [8] (p. 525)

“Those entrepreneurial activities, which contribute positively to sustainable development
and the objectives derived from it".

Schaltegger and
Wagner [44] (p. 226)

“An innovative, market-oriented and personality driven form of creating economic and
societal value by means of break-through environmentally or socially beneficial market or
institutional innovations".

Shepherd and
Patzelt [46] (p. 142)

A focus “on the preservation of nature, life support, and community in the pursuit of
perceived opportunities to bring into existence future products, processes, and services for
gain, where gain is broadly construed to include economic and non-economic gains to
individuals, the economy, and society".

Spence et al. [53]
(p. 335)

“For a convinced entrepreneur, it consists of the ability to demonstrate responsible
creativity while achieving viable, liveable, and equitable development through the
integration and management of natural and human resources in business".

Additionally, sustainable entrepreneurship binds the process of entrepreneurship and opportunity
recognition together [8], as shown in the distinct definitions provided. These opportunities
are contemplated as sustainable entrepreneurship discovery opportunities (already present in
existing economic structures) or sustainable entrepreneurship creation opportunities (that require the
development of new economic institutions) [55]. They can be framed in Schumpeter’s [56] creative
destruction concept, since sustainable entrepreneurial organizations can provide sustainable products,
services, transport, processes or organizational structures that displace hitherto established companies
with less- or non-sustainable practices [10,30,51,57]. It is usually the case for startups or small
companies, given that large consolidated companies are often reluctant to change their business
model. However, if they want to change it, they can transition to a more sustainable business model
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through innovation—process or product innovation [10]—and, therefore, through an entrepreneurship
which actively fosters the introduction of processes and sustainable products in the organization.

3. The Convergence of Sustainability and Entrepreneurial Orientations from a Dynamic
Capabilities View

In this path to an entrepreneurship for sustainable development, authors have settled their studies
considering different theoretical approaches, as reflected in Table 2. For example, Hitt et al. [58] suggest
that stakeholder theory can be used in order to foster a strategic entrepreneurship that achieve other
types of benefits, such as natural and social benefits. Tilley and Young [49] relate sustainability and
entrepreneurship under an ecological modernization theory, noting that this approach recognizes the
structural character of current environmental issues. Thus, they propose that environmental issues
are the promoters of industrial activity and economic growth and entrepreneurs are the promoters
of sustainability. On the contrary, Pacheco et al. [55] consider sustainability as a ‘green prison’ for
entrepreneurs. These authors explain their proposal under the game theory postulates, suggesting
that only if entrepreneurs could influence the design of incentives in the competitive game, would the
adoption of sustainable behaviors in organizations be worth it, not only at a collective level but also
at an individual level. Regarding also the role of incentives, Meek et al. [59] highlight the influence
of centralized and decentralized institutions in the implementation of incentives and regulations for
an entrepreneurship focused on sustainable development goals, under an institutional theoretical
perspective. From an integrated approach, Spence et al. [53] propose a combination of entrepreneurship,
management and neo-institutional theories in the construction of a sustainable development theory.
They suggest that sustainable entrepreneurship derives from the assumption of an interrelated scenario
of individual, organizational and contextual factors.

Table 2. Some related theories to the study of sustainability and entrepreneurship together.

Theories

Ecological modernization theory [49]
Entrepreneurship theory [53]

Dynamic capabilities view [60,61]
Game theory [55]

Institutional theory [59]
Management theory [53]

Neo-institutional theory [53]
Resource-based view [60,62]

Stakeholder theory [58]

However, according to an organizational strategic standpoint, the resource-based view and
dynamic capabilities perspective have mainly served to provide the different authors with
an explanation for the strategic integration of sustainability in the entrepreneurial mindset of
organizations [60,63]. According to Hart [64], one of the main determinants of the development
of capabilities in organizations comes from the restrictions of the biophysical environment. To this
end, he proposes the natural-resource-based view to relate organizational competitive advantage with
the natural environment, through the interconnection of the three strategies of pollution prevention,
product stewardship and sustainable development.

Under the dynamic capabilities approach, Aragón-Correa and Sharma [60] consider for the first
time environmental proactivity as a dynamic capability. They state that it is a socially complex, specific,
dependent, non-replicable and inimitable strategy that goes beyond business environmental regulation.
According to this proposal, other authors [61,65,66] also conceive environmental proactivity as a
dynamic capability that allows organizations to adapt to the dynamism of their internal and external
business environments. Similarly, some authors suggest that the dynamic capability for strategic
change towards sustainability is a multidimensional construct involving exploration, identification and
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reconfiguration capabilities, as well as the interpretation of environmental issues as opportunities [60].
Therefore, dynamic capabilities allow organizations to reexamine their competitive strategies and thus
achieve long-term growth while implementing their sustainable development strategy. Organizations
can address environmental pressures that are often dynamic, complex and ambiguous [67] and then
turn potential threats into competitive opportunities [63,68]. In this paper, we propose EO and SO as
dynamic capabilities that together can foster sustainable entrepreneurship. Considering that EO is a
strategic orientation that is resource-intensive and requires high investment [69], understanding its
effects in terms of sustainability is an important research gap in the literature [47].

Boso et al. [70] propose EO as an internal strategic business capability that can stimulate the
success of entrepreneurial firms in changing environments [71–73]. In addition, Zahra [74] indicates
that entrepreneurship is important for creating and maintaining organizational internal ‘generative
capability’. It is conceived as the capability for operational renewal that allows the creation of new
capabilities. Both aspects reviewed by these authors coincide with the definition of dynamic capability.
This work, therefore, follows the proposal initiated by these and other authors, conceptualizing EO as
an organizational dynamic capability.

As a dynamic capability, EO is formed by a set of resources or capabilities that respond to the
name of dimensions [66]. This dimensionality of EO has meant a theoretical division in the evolution
of the construct in the literature, forming two main perspectives: one that follows the proposal of
Miller [12], and one that prefers the proposal by Lumpkin and Dess [75]. We understand EO according
to the tradition begun by Miller [12] and consolidated by Covin and Slevin [13], which determines that
innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk-taking dimensions are a manifestation of firm entrepreneurial
behavior. This approach to EO emphasizes the entrepreneurial process itself more than the role of top
managers, thereby having important implications [76]. Besides, the three underlying EO dimensions
put together enable firms to renew their organization, destroy market existing orders [77] and provide
an alternative value proposition, which is potentially superior for the customer [78–80]. Innovativeness
promotes knowledge acquisition through market information scanning and use, risk-taking provides
a knowledge base from a focus on ‘trial and error’, and pro-activeness, as a looking-to-the-future
perspective, increases market knowledge levels by pursuing new market opportunities [78,81].

As a strategic orientation, EO can be framed in the competitive culture perspective of
Noble et al. [11]. This approach focuses on the importance of strategic orientation in organizational
corporate culture as a business philosophy [82] that reflects the values of that culture [83]. Thus,
EO encourages decision-making and specific behaviors, processes and practices that allow companies
to create value by exploring and exploiting new emerging opportunities that offer future advantages
(development of new goods, new productive methods, new markets, etc.) [16,69,75,78]. This work
assumes this perspective in the EO study.

As mentioned before, the incorporation of sustainability into business strategy can therefore imply
a competitive advantage based on intangible resources such as organizational culture and dynamic
capabilities related to sustainability [84]. One such dynamic capability related to sustainability is SO,
which like EO is a strategic orientation that, in this work, is framed in the perspective of competitive
culture [11]. Thus, in line with Crittenden et al. [84], SO is conceived at a corporate culture level
regarding a business philosophy that reflects the values of sustainable development [82,83].

As opposed to EO, SO as an organizational strategic posture has little presence in the
literature, as it is a relatively recent interest among some authors, such as Corral-Verdugo et al. [85],
Bos-Brouwers [14,86], Kuckertz and Wagner [8], Wagner and Maximilians [21], Eberhardt-Toth and
Wasieleski [87], and Gagnon et al. [88]. SO is generally defined at the individual level [89]. However, in
this research SO is a construct that is defined at the firm level and is rooted in business philosophy [65].
Paraphrasing Roxas and Coetzer [90], we refer to SO as the organizational strategic orientation toward
the integration of sustainable interests and practices into strategic, tactical and operational activities.
Thus, a company develops and demonstrates its orientation towards sustainability by integrating
sustainable interests into its culture, decision-making, strategy and business operations and through
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its interactions with stakeholders [91]. Therefore, it is not only a matter of responding to customer
needs, but of having an ideological commitment to sustainable development [84,92].

Regarding its conceptualization, we follow Bos-Brouwers’ proposal [14,86], seing SO as a
unidimensional construct that can manifest itself in three different forms depending on how
sustainability is perceived by the firm, as an opportunity, an obligation, or a cost, referring to the third,
second or first phase of corporate sustainability [14,86,93]. Furthermore, according to these authors,
SO includes the underlying factors of consciousness and motivation, which enable sustainability
integration in the organization.

The meager academic studies exploring sustainable development from an EO perspective [22],
indicate that while sustainable organizations usually have a high EO [53], the inclusion of sustainable
development aspects in entrepreneurship entails greater risk, given its long-term perspective in
measuring the outcomes of actions and recovering the investment. In this regard, knowing the
sustainability orientation (SO) of an organization can help with the understanding of its entrepreneurial
intentions to some extent, as conclude Kuckertz and Wagner [8]. Although these authors do not address
SEO as such, they try to analyze the relationship between entrepreneurial intentions and SO at an
individual level, starting from entrepreneurship theory. To that end, they base their research in
Dean and McMullen’s [25] sustainable entrepreneurship definition, considering that opportunities
created by market imperfections to develop sustainable entrepreneurship can be made larger by
adding SO to entrepreneurial intention models. SO is, therefore, considered as an antecedent of
entrepreneurial intention. The authors’ explanation is based on the fact that individuals with SO are
more likely to perceive entrepreneurial opportunities resulting from unsustainable economic behavior
and to act in accordance with their social and environmental convictions. However, the results from
their study suggest that this positive impact of SO tends to diminish or disappear with business
experience. The more experience the organization has, the less influence SO has on the intentions
for entrepreneurship [8]. Although these findings are consistent with organizational legitimacy
and business ethics literature, they differ from other authors’ contributions, who indicate that
business experience is an important qualification for the implementation of business models based on
sustainable entrepreneurship opportunities [94].

Another contribution that empirically analyzes the relationship between entrepreneurial
intentions and SO is proposed by Wagner and Maximilians [21]. According to these authors, SO has
a positive influence on the search for entrepreneurial opportunities related to sustainability, but
not with entrepreneurial intentions, which are associated with entrepreneurial intent and direction.
In short, for these scholars, what essentially drives entrepreneurship for sustainable development
are entrepreneurial attitudes and not SO. Gawel [1] also examines the relationship between EO and
sustainability, noting that while EO is part of the organizational culture and indicates a way of acting,
sustainability is a set of principles and objectives. These social and environmental sustainability
principles can be incorporated into the strategy and thus facilitate activities rebuilt by developing
new products, new markets and new processes that provide measurable benefits to the organization.
This author also proposes to measure the intensity of each of the dimensions of EO in relation to
sustainability, reaching the following results: a high intensity in innovation and proactivity is related
to the introduction of radical innovation in sustainable development issues, and a neutral intensity in
risk taking promotes a strategy for a sustainable future. In this regard, Gawel [1] concludes that an
organization’s involvement in sustainable development can be considered an entrepreneurial act.

Summarizing, Kuckertz and Wagner [8] and Wagner and Maximilians [21] studied the relationship
between SO and one aspect of entrepreneurship, i.e., entrepreneurial intentions, and Gawel [1] focuses
on the relationship between EO and sustainability. Even if those contributions are undoubtedly
important in understanding the convergence of SO and EO, none of them specifically refers to their
combination, or the nature of the relationship between them. Only Gagnon et al. [88] address, from the
upper echelons perspective, the relationship between these strategic directions, jointly with market
orientation, and their result in information processing and business performance. Gagnon et al. [88]
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note that EO and SO have a positive interactive effect on their relationship with information processing
and that, while EO has a positive effect on performance, this is not the case for SO. Thus, in order to
provide more insights on this topic, we propose that to follow the path of sustainability, organizations
should draw from both EO and SO, converging into a single overall strategic orientation called SEO.

As such, SEO has not been extensively reflected in the academic literature. However, there are
many terms related to a firm oriented to entrepreneurship and which includes sustainability in its
managerial processes and practices, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. A literature review of terms related to SEO.

Terms

Corporate social responsibility [46]
Corporate sustainable entrepreneurship [2,10]

Ecopreneurship [30,95]
Environmental corporate entrepreneurship [96]

Environmental entrepreneurship [22,59]
Enviropreneurial marketing [34]

Enviropreneurship [96]
Green entrepreneurship [22]
Macro-entrepreneurship [97]
Social entrepreneurship [22]

Sustainability entrepreneur [47]
Sustainable development innovation [98]

Sustainable entrepreneurship [10,25,47,90,99]
Sustainable intrapreneurship [100]

Sustainopreneurship [47]

All these terms have in common a unique, holistic view of the business context, conceived with a
long-term horizon and a commitment to responding to current and future stakeholders [60,62,88,101]
according to SEO fundamentals. In this sense, sustainably- and entrepreneurially-oriented firms
actively contribute—together with other organizations, institutions and public and private associations
from economic, social and political circles—to sustainable development [102] as stated in the
Brundtland Report [4].

On the contrary, some researchers emphasize several obstacles in relation to firms adopting
SEO, such as unsustainable consumer behavior, arduous and complicated administrative and legal
management [103] which can only be circumvented through incentives and substantial rewards [49,62],
and resources and complex capability development such as technology, abilities, attitudes and top-level
managerial conduct [60].

4. Results

4.1. SEO Construct: Nature and Contextualization from a Multiple Orientation Perspective

This paper follows the multiple orientation approach recommended by several
authors [11,70,78,104–106], stressing the importance of companies adopting multiple orientations
instead of solely one to avoid an undermining of responsiveness to the environment. Thus, we
propose a configuration of the SEO construct as an integration of the two strategic orientations of
EO and SO into the overall strategic orientation, as shown in Figure 1, in order to more effectively
respond to the current environmental demands and instabilities through the combination of flexible
adaptation and emerging opportunities discovery and exploitation capabilities. These approaches
assist in the achievement of successful results at an economic, social and environmental level and,
therefore, increase the chances of an organizations’ survival [48,84,107–115].
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orientation configuration results from the combination of two constructs, EO and SO. On the other
hand, Covin and Miller [15], Zhou [81] and Frishammar and Andersson [116] measure international
entrepreneurial orientation as the relationship between EO and a dependent variable related to
international performance. Contrary to these authors, in this paper SEO is not considered only as
an organizational result but also as an important part of organizational culture reflected in business
philosophy—both EO and SO are defined as organizational culture traits [84,111–113]. Thus, SEO
performance outputs should be measured with a dependent variable which consider results at an
economic, social and environmental level.

Among the proposed theories to address the integration of entrepreneurship and sustainability,
the argument to adjust multiple orientations is supported within the logic of the dynamic capabilities
approach, which states that superior performance can come from combinations of the strategic
configuration, complementarity and existing business capabilities [117]. Thus, in accordance with
Aragón-Correa and Sharma [60] and Menguc et al. [61], we conceive SEO as a dynamic capability,
whose nature can be delimited in some of the classifications provided by the academic literature.

On the one hand, we propose SEO as a high-order capability, since it includes the ability to
modify or create new first-order capabilities, as they can be EO and SO [118]. It is also identified as
a renewing capability, since it modifies the resource base and allows opportunity identification and
exploitation at an economic, social and environmental level [119]. Additionally, SEO is seen as an
adaptive capability, since it refers to the strategic flexibility derived from the ability to explore and
exploit emerging market opportunities in line with sustainable development [120,121]. Moreover,
it can also be contemplated as an innovation capability, related to the ability to develop new products,
productive methods, markets, supply sources and/or organizational forms, through a combination of
strategic orientation and a set of innovative behaviors and processes—in this case, the combination
of EO, formed by innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk-taking capabilities, and SO—to achieve
organizational change behaviors consistent with sustainable development [77,122]. Finally, we conceive
SEO as an externally-oriented capability, which tries to connect the rest of the organization’s capabilities
by defining processes with the external environment, and, at the same time, allows the firm to
compete more effectively in anticipating market requirements and establishing long-lasting and stable
relationships with stakeholders [123].

On the other hand, according to Escribá-Esteve et al. [124], SEO is contemplated as an
organizational overall strategic orientation. This is considered as a specific directional attitude that
guides strategic planning and decision-making processes; moreover, this orientation should reflect
several strategic orientations to successfully respond to context challenges. As well as EO and SO, SEO
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is a construct defined at the firm level, in accordance with proposals by other authors, such as Covin
and Miller [15]. In this regard, Kuckertz and Wagner [8] note that application at an individual
level can result in a reductionist view of the entrepreneurial phenomenon. Just as individuals
develop habits of thought and action, organizations develop habitual response patterns [125]. This
condition is known as organizational predisposition, which is inherent to any strategic orientation
of the firm, and is the result of existing organizational rules and routines and organizational past
performance [18]. In this case, organizational culture and values or core beliefs [69] play an important
role in the organization’s adoption of sustainable entrepreneurial behavior as part and result of
such a predisposition [126]. A firm with SEO is supported not only by the culture and internal
organizational routines, but also by showing an EO, that is, innovativeness, pro-activeness and
risk taking, in its commitment to—integrated, voluntary and formalized—managerial sustainable
practices [53], consciously integrating interests towards sustainable development in decision-making,
strategy, business operations and through their interactions with stakeholders [91]. In addition, SEO
also shows an SO. Sustainability defined from the triple bottom line framework (i.e., economic, social
and environmental dimensions) not only increases entrepreneurial firms’ opportunities for success [24]
through the generation of sustainable competitive advantages coming from experimentation with new
ideas, new products or new resources reconfigurations [65], but are also opportunities to create a more
transparent, open and informative system for customers and other stakeholders [2]. In this respect,
the success visibility of firms with SEO can increase other firms’ desire to incorporate such a strategic
orientation, then further contributing to social cohesion and environmental protection [5].

In short, we propose that SEO is a high-order, adaptive, innovative and externally-oriented
dynamic capability, which refers to an overall strategic orientation at the firm level [16] that shows an
organizational predisposition to accept proactive, innovative and risk-taking processes, practices and
behaviors [13,75,78] towards the achievement of sustainable development [28], through a conscious
integration of either social and environmental issues in the business model [14,86] or the identification
and exploitation of opportunities to produce economic prosperity, social cohesion and environmental
protection [8,21].

4.2. SEO Categorization and Dimensionality

In line with the proposal by George and Marino [127] about the possibilities of EO conceived as a
family of constructs rather than as a single construct, this paper extends this categorization scheme to
include SEO, as one of constructs in the EO family, as these authors did with social entrepreneurship
orientation. To explain its conceptualization, George and Marino [127] considered that Satori’s [128]
conceptual development methodology was appropriate for the creation of concept categories with
well-defined attributes depending on whether they are classic or radial categories. According to this
classification, each categorization has a primary category (i.e., EO) and a secondary category (i.e., SEO)
whose meaning is based in part on the main category. In classical categorization, a secondary category
(i.e., SEO) contains all the elements of a primary category (i.e., EO’s innovativeness, pro-activeness and
risk taking) plus additional components that make its unique (i.e., SO) with respect to other types of EO,
such as international entrepreneurial orientation or social entrepreneurial orientation. This means that
cases included in the secondary category are a contents subset of the primary category, i.e., movement
from EO to SEO involves an increase in intension and a decrease in extension (implying more specificity
and application to smaller cases). In the radial categorization, the secondary category contains some but
not all components of the primary category (for example, an orientation to innovative entrepreneurship
would contain EO’s innovativeness category, but not necessarily those of pro-activeness and risk
taking). Therefore, taking classical modeling as a starting point, we consider SEO as a secondary
category as reflected in Table 4.
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Table 4. Classical categorization schema of the SEO concept 1.

Categories Components

Primary category EO Innovativeness Pro-activeness Risk taking

Secondary category
SEO Innovativeness Pro-activeness Risk taking SO

Social EO 2 Innovativeness Pro-activeness Risk taking Social O 3

IEO 4 Innovativeness Pro-activeness Risk taking IO 5

1 Adapted from George and Marino [127] (p. 996). 2 Social Entrepreneurial Orientation. 3 Social Orientation.
4 International Entrepreneurial Orientation. 5 International Orientation.

Concerning its dimensionality, this paper proposes that the dynamic capability of SEO is formed
by SO and EO dynamic capabilities, the latter being, in turn, the combination of innovativeness,
pro-activeness and risk-taking capabilities. SEO is therefore conceived as a third-order construct,
as shown in Figure 2.
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In sum, SEO has been defined in this research as a general higher order strategic orientation
that functions as an umbrella term formed by the EO and SO subconstructs (hence a multiple
strategic orientation). According to Cadogan [129], multiple strategic orientations are formative
constructs by nature, since the variable dimensions of the formative strategic orientation can have
their own nomological networks and, therefore, each dimension of the strategic orientation has the
potential to have different consequences (i.e., EO and SO can have different results when evaluated
independently). This means that these dimensions are combined to produce the construct [130].
Among different existing typologies of aggregate constructs (e.g., Edwards [130]), in this work SEO is
thus considered as an aggregate construct, typified as reflective first-order, reflective second-order and
formative third-order.

EO, as shown in the previous figure, is, in turn, a second-order construct of reflective first-order
and reflective second-order [130], since each of its dimensions (innovativeness, risk-taking and
pro-activeness) represents a different manifestation of the underlying concept, with relationships
flowing from the construct to its dimensions. EO is thus measured according to numerous authors who
estimate that their empirical measurement, even following the aggregate/composite/unidimensional
current proposed by Miller [12] and Covin and Slevin [13], should be multidimensional and reflective
in order to capture the essence of what the conceptual construct means [127,131], although other
authors such as Dess et al. [132] believe that EO can be investigated as both a formative and a reflective
construct. SO is considered a latent unidimensional reflective construct.

5. Discussion

Although SEO has not been treated as such in the literature, in the intersection of the two strategic
orientations of EO and SO, there are distinct contributions in the academic literature. Spence et al. [53]
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points out that a sustainable firm has a high EO. The commitment to sustainable development principles
can be understood as a proactive act [60,66] which generally leads to innovation [133]—also called
sustainable innovation, green innovation or eco-innovation [14,134]—encouraging an organization’s
adoption and integration of sustainability-oriented practices. This sustainable entrepreneurship
entails risk taking, given the long period in which the scope and return of actions undertaken are
projected [53,135]. However, in this regard, there is no consensus among academics. While Rodgers [95]
found that firms with SEO have a risk tolerance over any other entrepreneurial firm, Spence et al. [53]
and Gawel [1] indicate that risk taking exists but is calculated and limited, and Lumpkin et al. [41] argue
that, in this type of firm, risks tend to be avoided. In any case, as stressed by Murillo-Luna et al. [136],
a proactive strategy towards sustainable development involves the implementation of new processes,
technologies and systems, and this always carries a certain risk due to the uncertainty of its eventual
impact on organizational performance. The lack of agreement in this regard signals that further research
is required to determine the role of sustainable entrepreneurship at the strategic business level.

From the literature on strategic management, business, marketing, entrepreneurship, organization,
strategy, business ethics, and sustainability, on the whole it can be gauged that EO and SO have been
approached with antecedent, moderating, mediating and consequent variables in order to understand
the role of these strategic orientations in the dynamic and changing environment of organizations.
Since SEO is considered as a general high-order strategic orientation, researchers have the opportunity
to test its relationship with the variables that allow them to be better familiarized with organizational
behavior in a specific environment and in consideration of variables previously used in literature.
Besides theoretical approaches to sustainable entrepreneurship, there is a need for more contributions
based on empirical models that provide validity and reliability for these conceptual proposals. We offer
a proposal of variables for empirical testing research in sustainable entrepreneurship with SEO as the
key concept (Figure 3).
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There are some research questions that arise from the literature that could be approached through
this model.

What effects do company size, age or sector have on the adoption of a SEO? How does CEO
gender affect the relationship between SEO and performance? Is it possible to adopt SEO once
you are established or it is only possible for startup companies?
Is social capital an antecedent or a consequence of SEO? How do they relate with stakeholder
engagement? How can SEO create value for different stakeholders? What is the effect of cultural
context on SEO?
What is the role of different organizational resources and capabilities in fostering SEO? Is SEO an
antecedent that creates other resources and capabilities?
What is the relationship between SEO and other strategic orientations? How do they behave in
an international context?

6. Conclusions

Companies can undertake entrepreneurial ventures incorporating sustainability into their strategy
in response to the uncertain nature of the environment in which they operate [137] and thus adapt their
strategic orientation accordingly [138,139]. However, the versatility of today’s markets implies that
organizations must build their strategy according to multiple strategic orientations, instead of solely
one [11,70,78,104–106]. They should constitute an overall strategic orientation that collects the different
strategic orientations within the organization [140]. In this work, we proposed that organizations
should draw on both an EO and an SO, converging these into a single overall strategic orientation
called SEO.

A review of the literature in the field establishes that there are three main approaches between
authors in understanding sustainable entrepreneurship: environmental, social and integrated
sustainable entrepreneurship. In this paper we adopted the latter approach, considering sustainable
entrepreneurship from a holistic perspective that integrates the three dimensions of sustainability.

In this regard, this paper contributes to expanding the theory of dynamic capabilities from a
strategic orientation approach, as both EO and SO are considered dynamic capabilities that enable
organizational adaptation and renewal towards sustainable development at the corporate culture level,
as stated in the competitive culture approach by Noble et al. [11].

The few studies focused on the study of the relationship between these two strategic orientations
(i.e., EO and SO), have explained neither the nature of their relationship nor their combination. To this
purpose, we propose an SEO construct. As such, SEO has scarcely been approached in the literature,
even if there are some terms related to a firm’s orientation towards the inclusion of sustainability
and entrepreneurship into business processes. Thus, we propose SEO from a multiple strategic
approach as a construct integrated by EO and SO strategic orientations. In turn, we define SEO
as a high-order dynamic capability that has the possibility of creating new first-order capabilities,
such as EO and SO. SEO is also identified by being an adaptive, innovative and externally-oriented
capability that refers to the organizational predisposition to accept proactive, innovative and risk-taking
processes, practices and behaviors towards sustainable development achievement. According to the
categorization proposed by George and Marino [127], SEO is conceived as a construct that belongs
to the family of EO. Regarding its dimensionality, SEO is a formative third-order construct, formed
by the reflective constructs of EO and SO. In turn, EO is a reflective second-order construct with
a reflective first-order of innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk-taking dimensions. SO is a latent
unidimensional reflective construct. Additionally, this paper proposes some research questions on
the relationship models of antecedents, interactions and consequences with SEO as a key concept
that provides researchers with both future research lines and the foundations to empirically test their
proposals around sustainable entrepreneurship.
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Therefore, this work provides some useful insights to enhance the existing gaps in the literature
regarding the construct of SEO. In sum, we provided a contextualization and conceptualization of the
SEO construct contributing to its theoretical consolidation in the literature. Moreover, we developed a
proposal of SEO operationalization as a multidimensional construct for its empirical testing in future
research. To that end, this paper suggests some research questions based on relationship models that
include SEO antecedents and consequences. Ultimately, this work contributes to the study of the
sustainable entrepreneurship knowledge area from a level of analysis that implies different theoretical
approaches and to a basis for the empirical testing scholars’ research proposals focusing on this
topic. As Shepherd and Patzelt [9] argue, it is necessary to work on the delimitation of sustainable
entrepreneurship with a diversity of contributions that will undoubtedly benefit its consolidation.

From a managerial viewpoint, the pressure for organizations to adopt measures according to
sustainable development principles can be minimized by promoting SEO as a strategic asset that
allows companies to integrate economic, environmental and social objectives into their corporate
culture. Organizations with an SEO are identified as being creative in both problem resolution and
the implementation of new market strategies, even if these initiatives can entail some calculated risks.
This kind of firm is constantly seeking changes in order to be ahead and leverage new opportunities.
They do not see uncertainty as a threat but as a favorable opportunity. They are conscious of and
motivated towards sustainability as an important part of their culture. Sustainability is an investment,
a duty and an opportunity to grow and remain in the long-run. Moreover, it should be noted that
SEO is everywhere in such an organization, in each member, each process, each technique, and each
product or service.

Regarding the limitations of this study, they are mainly due to the inherent choice of different
theoretical approaches. According to this, further research around the SEO concept and measurement
could elucidate more understanding of the better perspectives to employ in its study and SEO behavior
as an antecedent or consequence in regard to other strategic constructs.
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